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PREPARATZ0N FOÿ 1997. CONFEBEÿC$ 0M 8TANDARDIZATÿOff

NEW YORK, 12 August (DDSMS) -- The slghteenth session of the United
Nations Group of Experts on Geographical Nameÿ is taking place at the United
Nations Office at Geneva from 12 to 23 August 1996, with the participation of
some 80 experts representing 21 !ingulstic/geographicÿl divisions°
The work of the Group addresses programmas which impiemenÿ naÿionai and
international sÿandardization of geographical names (toponyms)° The aim of
he Group is no enhance effective world-wide communicatica1ÿ by the use of
appropriate toponyms which axe clear, accuz-ate, current and unambiguoueo
n particular, experts will discuss and propose sSepe to encourase
advancements in suandardislng and disseminating correct written forms of
geographical names, as they arm nationally recognized. Working Stoups wÿllÿ
therefore, address questions on training courses in toponymyÿ ÿoponymic daÿm
•
ÿ %'I
f£1es and gazetteers, toponymlc ÿermino!ogy, roman,=argo systems for
!anÿaasÿs that use non-Roman scripÿ, and standardization in multilin.uual

To promote =ha disÿriÿu=ion of nmÿionally sÿandardized geographical
names, emphasis will be puÿ on ÿhe publication of guidelines for ÿhe use of
map and document editors and on the dissemination of these toponyms on maps,
iÿ gaseÿeers and in disital form. The use of new mÿdia (such as the
=nÿerneÿ) will help the GroUp of Experts reach wider audiences around the
globe, and add to the effectiveness cf standardization programmes.
The Group of Experts on Geographical Names is chaliensed in its work
towards effective commu/%ication by ÿhe ever-changing po!iÿical paÿteÿns of the
world. ProgreSs in standardization can help eliminate inaccuraÿand
misrepresen£aCion of geog;aphical names which can lead ÿo inefficiency and
misdirection. National and international standardization is ÿundamental ÿo
improved socio-econcmic development and to more effective ÿnvironmenÿal
management. Trade and commerce, air trafficÿ population census and national
sÿatis%ics, urban and regional planning, map and atlas productionÿ search and
rescue, and tourism are just a few areas for which standardized toponymy is
crucial.
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The United NatiQns Department for Development Support; and Management
Servicsÿ (DDSMS) provideÿ secretariat service ÿo ÿhe Group of Experts and iÿ
essions, as well as ÿo ÿhe United Nations Cÿnferences on the Standardization
f Geographical Names.
This session uÿ the Group of Experts will prepars for ÿhe Seventh Uÿiÿed
Nations Ccnierence on ÿhe Snandardisation of Saographical Namesÿ planned for
September !997.
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Exp, wts Prepare Gioba! List of Coÿmtiÿ Names mid Recogÿe Value ÿf Usivÿg ]meÿet

The Lhited Nations Group &Experts on Geographical Names concluded its 18th session in Geneva today with
the submission of a document bringing together for the first time in this format, the names ÿ" each country in ÿe
world in its original national Form, a romanized version and the countr3/s of!icial and short names in the working
languages of the United Nations: English, French and Spanish ....
The document is being drculated for further comments and ,correctiom and wilt be presented at the Seventh
Cc¢ffÿence ÿ ÿe Standardization of Geographical Names to be held at Tehran in September, t997.

Such tis°¢s are made possiNa by using intÿnatiomtty-ÿg-ÿl ÿ oftms!itwafion providing a standardized
and accepted way of rmdÿng non-Roman scripts into the Roman script. The 18th session of the Group of

Experts finatised new transliteration tables for Thailand, Pakistan (Urdu) and Iran (Farsee). This b6ngs the
number of tran, Iiteration systems agreed by fiÿe experts to 13.
The meeting considered 102 working papers covering the main areas of the Group's concerns. These include
tra4adng courses in toponymy*, toponyÿfic terminology, mmanization systems and standardization.

The Geaevÿ mÿing was attended by 90 experts reprÿmtiag t7 linguistic/geograpNcaI divisions from 45
cotmtries. The Chairman of the Group, Mr Peter Raper of South Africa noted with regret the absence of subSÿ-ÿaran states and the smaII number from Latin America.
However, he said this was largely due to a lack €ff'resources as there is a growing awareness ¢4"the value of
agreefftg on national standards for placÿ names, especially in scares where more than one language is in common
use or officially recognised. The Group had received reports on training courses hdd since the lag meeting in
Cl'dna, Lathn America and South Africa.
"Where there isn't a cmtmLly ¢xÿrdinatÿd standards-setting body you find similar work done by different
departmeats leading to overlap, waste, ambiguity and eonfiÿicm as some places are known by differerct names or
the same names may have different spellings," Mr Raper argued, citing South Africa's emphasis on standard
names especially after it moved from having two official languages to now having devm.
The Group ÿphasisÿ the importance ofaÿ naticÿat standards and promotes national names for use
intÿationaUy. One of its aims is to reducÿthe use of ÿerxonyms"- wNch are foreign names for places eg Gmf,
Cÿnebm and Cÿnevÿ are exonyms for Geneve.
This year's meeting recognised the immense potential of'the Intemet for providing an efficient and easiIy updated
list of geographical names to a broad audimce and increasing awarmess of the importance of standardized place
i'lamÿs.

"It provides us with a way to let monÿ and more Nople know about our programmes," says the Crroup°s deputy

chair, Helm Kerfoot & Canada, "so instead of being in the attic we'll be out front and visible. Standardization
such as we offer will also be essential for people searching the Intemet and those maintaining indÿes, who depend
on a urÿversally accepted standard spelling."
Although one of the !ess well known areas of the United Nations' work, the Cn-oup ot' Experts, and the five yearly
eorffermces work, is crucial for map and atlas production, air traffic, tourism, population census and national
statistics, urban and regional planning as well as many areas of trade and commerce. The emergence in the 1990s
of many states following the break up of the former Soviet Union has added additional challenges to the work of
the Group.

Websterÿs dÿctionary defines toponymy as "the study of nÿ.es derivÿ from the name of a place".

